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Problem 16 Hillas diagram
The Hillas condition describes the relation between the size and the magnetic field
strength of a cosmic accelerator. It can be used to estimate the capability of astro-
physical objects to accelerate particles to a certain energy.

In astrophysical units the Hillas condition is

BµG · Lpc >
2 · E15

Z · β

BµG is the strength of the magnetic field in µG, Lpc the size of the acceleration
region in pc, E15 the energy of the particles in units of 1015 eV, z the nuclear charge
of the particles, and β the velocity of the scattering centers.

Draw a Hillas diagram, i.e. magnetic field strength vs. size for various astrophysical
objects.

Conduct a literature search and/or search the Internet for information about the
magnetic field strength and dimensions of astrophysical objects. Look for differ-
ent supernova remnants, active galactic nuclei, and other objects of your choice.
Compare to human-made accelerators.

Problem 17 Particle decay
In an extensive air shower many particles are pions and muons.

In which particles decay pions and muons?

How far travels a pion and a muon (in average) in the atmosphere before it decays.
Consider particles with energies of 10 TeV, 100 GeV, and 1 GeV.

Problem 18 Extensive air showers
A high-energy cosmic-ray particle impinges on the atmosphere of the Earth. De-
scribe qualitatively the development of an extensive air shower.

Which particles are produced (dominantly) during hadronic interactions?

The secondary particles reaching ground level can be divided into three components:
electromagnetic, muonic, and hadronic.

How are electromagnetic cascades, muons, and hadrons produced in an air shower?

In which processes are muons generated?

Which components feed the electromagnetic channel, i.e. in which processes are
electrons generated?

see reverse side!



Problem 19 Interaction of pions
Charged pions in an air shower have two possibilities for an interaction. They can
decay into muons (τ0 = 26 ns) or they interact hadronically. Assume λI = 120 g/cm2

being independent of the pion energy.

Calculate the energy E ′ for which the probability to decay is equal to the probability
for a hadronic interaction.

The density of air as function of height is given through the barometric formula
ρ(h) = ρ0 exp(−h/H), with H = 8005 m and ρ0 = 1.3 g/l.

Calculate the energy E ′ for sea level, as well as for an altitude of 1 km, 10 km, and
30 km. Which process dominates for Eπ < E′ and which one for Eπ > E′?

The solutions will be discussed during the werkcollege on Wednesday 23.10.2013 at 15:30 in
HG03.632.
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